The Welsh Coast

From castles in the sand to castles on a
cliff-top, the Welsh coast is as beautiful
and dramatic as it is diverse. Photographer
Peter Watson captures the visual delights
of this twisting and endlessly varied
coastline, starting at the northern tip the
birdwatchers paradise along the Dee
Estuary then heading west to the Isle of
Anglesey, passing along the way the
resorts of Rhyl, Colwyn Bay, and
Llandudno. The Lleyn Peninsula then leads
to the expansive stretch of coastline from
Tremadog all the way down to Cardigan
Bay, and then to the renowned
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park and the
impressive Gower Peninsula. The coastal
odyssey ends on a high note with an
exploration of some of the beaches and
bays that can be found hidden away
between the bustling cities of Swansea and
Cardiff.

Lonely Planet once described Wales shores as the best region on Earth - and youll find out why on one of these
trips.Green Coast Award. Recognising those beaches that are hidden gems the beautiful, untouched, rugged beaches that
line so much of the Welsh coastRead2018 is the Year of the Sea in Wales. We are a country that looks to the sea and
wherever you go in Wales, youre rarely far from it. Take a look at some of ourHire a cottage in one of these welcoming
Welsh coastal villages and towns and live like a local. Discover fantastic independent restaurants, cosy cafes and
Driving the Welsh coast. Small country, massive landscape this remote stretch of coastline is big on sweeping vistas.
Niall Griffiths. Fri 5 FebThe Welsh coastline is brimming with fabulous places to stay. From traditional coastal cottages
through to converted romantic lighthouses. To find places to stay,The Wales Coast Path (Welsh: Llwybr Arfordir
Cymru) is a long-distance footpath which follows, or runs close to, the majority of the coastline of Wales. It
openedWalkers, photographers, artists and fossil-hunters will love our wonderful coastal scenery, pretty harbours and
dramatic cliffs, sculpted by the waves.Der Wales Coast Path (walisisch Llwybr Arfordir Cymru und gelegentlich All
Wales Coast Path) ist ein ca. 1400 km (870 mi) langer Fernwanderweg, der vomWith stunning coastal walking trails and
fascinating wildlife , Wales is home to some of the best UK beaches. Discover beaches in Wales, with Visit Wales. Its
believed to be one of the biggest of its kind ever caught in Welsh waters.Discover the beautiful coastlines coves and
beaches of Wales. Details of coastal walks, wildlife and the best islands in North and South Wales.
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